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What is a root tear ?

Defined as an avulsion injury of the tibial insertion of the meniscus or a 
radial tear of the meniscus close from the insertion of the meniscus
onto the tibial plateau (1 cm) 



Posterior Lateral Meniscus Root Tear

MM root tears usually degenerative and 
found in middle-age

LM tears are usually traumatic and are 
associated with ACL tears



LM tears are usually traumatic and are 
associated with ACL tears
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Lateral root tears

An important difference between the medial and lateral meniscus is the 
additional attachment of the posterior lateral meniscal horn to the 
medial femoral condyle via the Meniscofemoral ligament (MFL)
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using G*Power 3.1.9.2 (Franz Paul, Kiel, Germany) was 
used to determine the power of the study. An effect size of 
0.25 and an alpha value of 0.05 in a study cohort of 228 
patients led to a power of 0.85.

Institutional Review Board or Ethical Committee 
Approval was not applicable because the concomitant 
meniscus lesions were prospectively diagnosed and treated 
as part of usual patient treatment and not specifically as a 
part of this study. All data were used in a blinded manner, 
and all patients gave their written and informed consent for 
the use of their data in this report.

Results

Two hundred and twenty-eight primary ACL reconstruc-
tions were eligible for inclusion in this study [125 males, 
83 females; mean age of 38 years (15–61 years)]. Lat-
eral meniscus tears were recognized in 87 cases (38.2 %), 
whereas medial meniscus tears were identified in 102 cases 
(44.7 %).

Table 1 shows the prevalence of meniscus root tears 
(Table 1; Fig. 4). There were no anterior root tears of either 
meniscus.

One MMRT accompanied a LMRT. The high rate of 
PLMRTs compared with the small number of PMMRTs 
was obviously highly significant (p = 0.000).

The PLMRT classification system described above was 
successfully applied in all cases with lateral meniscus root 
tears. The shape of the tear and the integrity of the MFL were 
successfully assessed using a probe (Fig. 2a–c). In all type 1 
and type 2 tears, at least one part of the MFL (aMFL = Hum-
phrey ligament or pMFL = Wrisberg ligament) could be 
assessed (Fig. 2a–c). In 5 cases, either the anterior or poste-
rior MFL was not visible; in these cases, the MFL could not 
be assessed or was torn, so these tears were classified as type 
3. When the frequency of type 1 and 2 lesions (intact MFL) 
was compared with the frequency of type 3 lesions (complete 
detachment) using the Chi square test, the lower rate of com-
plete detachments was significant (p = 0.039).

In cases with type 1 and 3 lesions, a transosseous pullout 
repair was performed using the tibial ACL tunnel (Fig. 5a, 

Type I

Type II

Type III

Fig. 1  Schematic of lateral meniscus root tears (adapted from [10])

Fig. 2  Arthroscopic assessment of the meniscofemoral ligament 
(MFL): a probe distal to the anterior MFL; b probe test; c probe test 
of the posterior MFL

Integrity of the meniscofemoral ligaments : 59% to 92%
Laprade et al
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Abstract
Purpose To summarize and discuss the current knowl-

edge on posterior lateral meniscus root tears.

Methods A comprehensive review of the MEDLINE
database was carried out to identify relevant articles using

different keywords (e.g. ‘‘meniscus root’’, ‘‘root tear’’,

‘‘meniscus avulsion’’, ‘‘radial tear’’ and ‘‘lateral menis-
cus’’). The reference lists of the reviewed articles were

searched for additional relevant articles.

Results Posterior lateral meniscus root tears are found in
7–12 % of patients with a tear of the anterior cruciate

ligament (ACL). Biomechanical studies have found an

increase in lateral compartment contact pressure of
approximately 50 % after creation of a posterior lateral

meniscus root tear. There is some evidence that the bio-

mechanical consequences of these injuries are significantly
influenced by the presence and integrity of the menis-

cofemoral ligaments. Clinical studies have found encour-

aging results after repair of posterior lateral meniscus root
tears. Whether root repair can prevent the development of

osteoarthritis is currently unknown.
Conclusion A posterior lateral meniscus root tear is a

clinical relevant but most likely underrecognized con-

comitant injury in patients with a tear of the ACL. This
article may support clinicians in diagnosing and treating

this unique type of meniscus tear.

Level of evidence V.

Keywords Meniscus root ! Meniscus avulsion ! Root
repair ! Anterior cruciate ligament

Introduction

The meniscus roots describe the insertions of the anterior
and posterior meniscal horns on the tibial plateau [9, 30,

31, 38, 61]. These structures are critical for meniscal

function since they prevent meniscus extrusion under axial
load, thereby converting axial load to a radially directed

force (so-called hoop stress) [44, 50]. Meniscus root tears

are defined as avulsion injuries of the meniscotibial liga-
ment (root ligament) or radial tears of the meniscus within

one centimetre apart from its insertion site [1, 62]. In a

human cadaveric model, Allaire et al. [3] demonstrated that
a root tear of the medial meniscus had the same detrimental

consequences on medial compartment contact pressure as a

total medial meniscectomy. Meniscus root tears might
therefore promote the onset and progression of osteoar-

thritis [18, 42, 45, 48, 60].

Posterior root tears of the medial meniscus are mainly
the result of degenerative meniscal disease and are fre-

quently found in middle-aged female Asians [7, 29]. In

western countries, however, root tears of the medial
meniscus are rare [53]. Posterior lateral meniscus root tears

(PLMRTs) are usually traumatic in nature and have been

reported in 7–12 % of patients with a tear of the anterior
cruciate ligament (ACL) [2, 6, 10, 13, 62]. Therefore,

PLMRTs may be more relevant for orthopaedic surgeons in

Europe and North America. Nonetheless, the vast majority
of the current literature focuses on posterior medial

meniscus root tears. The aim of this article is to summarize

the current knowledge on PLMRTs.
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7–12 % of patients with a tear of the ACL
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b) [11]. In cases with type 2 lesions, a side-to-side repair 
using an all-inside suture was performed.

Discussion

The most important finding of this study was the high num-
ber of concomitant PLMRTs in association with ACL tears. 
The hypothesis that PLMRTs are a common concomitant 
injury with ACL injury was proven by these results. All 
PLMRTs were classified arthroscopically, and the MFL 
was identified in 27 of the total 32 root tears using a probe. 
In the other 5 cases, the MFL was torn or not detectable; 
therefore, these cases were defined as type 3 tears. Only 

a few studies have reported PLMRTs to be a typical con-
comitant injury with acute ACL injury [5, 7, 26, 28]. The 
overall PLMRT prevalence of 14 % identified in our study 
(out of all cases with ACL tears) is slightly higher than that 
published in previous reports, which reported a prevalence 
of only 7–12 % [1, 26, 28]. However, although the previous 
studies classified different types of PLMRTs, they did not 
assess the status of the MFL [1, 28].

The results of the present study show that the biome-
chanical classification system for PLMRTs that we used is 
a suitable tool for intraoperative classification of PLMRTs. 
Because previous biomechanical studies have revealed 
that a complete meniscus detachment (PLMRT and MFL 
rupture) has a different impact compared with an avul-
sion injury [4, 9, 10], it is important to classify PLMRTs 
to accurately estimate the biomechanical impact of a given Fig. 3  Lateral root tears: a type 1, avulsion; b type 2, radial tear; c 

type 3, complete posterior detachment

Table 1  Prevalence of medial and lateral meniscus root tears is pre-
sented

The lateral meniscus root tears are subdivided according to their 
shape and the integrity of the meniscofemoral ligament
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Fig. 4  Diagram showing the prevalence of meniscus tears and root 
tears
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Conclusion The PLMRT tear is a common injury among 
patients undergoing ACL repair and can be arthroscopically 
classified into three different types. Medial meniscus root 
tears are rare in association with ACL tears. The PLMRT 
classification presented here may help to estimate the inju-
ry’s impact on the lateral compartment and to identify the 
optimal treatment. These tears should not be overlooked, 
and the treatment strategy should be chosen with respect to 
the type of root tear.
Level of evidence IV.

Keywords Meniscus root tear · ACL tear · 
Meniscofemoral ligaments · Lateral meniscus 
classification · Lateral quartet

Introduction

Root tears of the menisci are serious injuries. They are 
defined as avulsion injuries of the meniscal attachments to 
the tibial plateau or radial tears occurring within one centi-
metre from their bony insertion [17, 22, 28]. These injuries 
involve the posterior meniscal insertions, with the posterior 
horn of the medial meniscus being most frequently affected 
[17]. It has been demonstrated that a root tear of the medial 
meniscus has the same detrimental consequences on medial 
compartment contact pressure as a total medial meniscec-
tomy [2, 18].

Some cases of traumatic medial meniscus root tears 
(MMRTs) have been reported in association with acute 
multiligamentous knee injury [16, 17, 29]. However, 
medial root tears are typically associated with degenerative 
changes [15, 17, 20].

In contrast to MMRTs, lateral meniscus root tears 
(LMRTs) seem to be associated with traumatic knee 

Abstract 
Purpose Posterior lateral meniscus root tears (PLMRTs) 
affect the intra-articular pressure distribution in the lateral 
compartment of the knee. The biomechanical consequences 
of these injuries are significantly influenced by the integrity 
of the meniscofemoral ligaments (MFLs). A newly intro-
duced arthroscopic classification system for PLMRTs that 
takes MFL integrity into account has not yet been clinically 
applied but may be useful in selecting the optimal method 
of PLMRT repair.
Methods Prospective ACL reconstruction data were col-
lected. Concomitant injuries of the lateral meniscus pos-
terior horn were classified according to their shape and 
MFL status. The classifications were: type 1, avulsion of 
the root; type 2, radial tear of the lateral meniscus posterior 
horn close to the root with an intact MFL; and type 3, com-
plete detachment of the posterior meniscus horn.
Results Between January 2011 and May 2012, 228 con-
secutive ACL reconstructions were included. Lateral and 
medial meniscus tears were identified in 38.2 % (n = 87) 
and 44.7 % (n = 102), respectively. Of the 87 lateral menis-
cus tears, 32 cases had PLMRTs; the overall prevalence of 
PLMRTs was 14 % (n = 32). Two medial meniscus root 
tears were detected. All PLMRTs were classified according 
to the classification system described above, and the fixa-
tion procedure was adapted to the type of meniscus tear.
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Intact ACL

559 knees with MRI 
+ arthroscopic correlation

8 % of patients with an ACL tear
Only 0.8 % of patients with an intact ACL 



Systematic review included 215 knees in 215 
patients who underwent LMPR repair and ACLR

There were 139 (64.7%) men and 76 (35.3%) 
women with a mean age of 28.7 years (range, 
24.6-34.5 years) across all studies

Review

Clinical, Radiographic, and Arthroscopic
Outcomes of Surgical Repair for Radial
and Avulsed Lesions on the Lateral Meniscus
Posterior Root During ACL Reconstruction

A Systematic Review

Tong Zheng,* MD, Guanyang Song,* MD, Yue Li,* MD, Zhijun Zhang,* MD, Qiankun Ni,* MD,
Yanwei Cao,* MD, Zheng Feng,* MS, Hui Zhang,*† MD, and Hua Feng,*† MD

Investigation performed at Sports Medicine Department, Beijing Jishuitan Hospital, Beijing, China

Background: Clinical outcomes of surgical repairs for tears of the lateral meniscus posterior root (LMPR) in patients undergoing
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction (ACLR) have not been comprehensively investigated.

Purpose: To systematically review the clinical, radiographic, and arthroscopic results of surgical repairs for tears of the LMPR in
patients undergoing ACLR.

Study Design: Systematic review; Level of evidence, 4.

Methods: A systematic electronic search of the PubMed and Embase databases was performed to identify studies reporting
clinical, radiographic, or arthroscopic results of surgical repairs for tears of the LMPR in patients undergoing ACLR. Each included
study was abstracted regarding study characteristics, patient characteristics, surgical technique, and outcome measures. The
methodological quality of the included studies was analyzed according to the Methodological Index for Non-Randomized Studies
(MINORS) criteria.

Results: Nine studies were included in this systematic review, representing a total of 215 knees in 215 patients. Overall, 123 side-
to-side repairs and 89 pullout repairs were performed for tears of the LMPR during ACLR. After a mean follow-up of 33.9 months,
significant improvements (P< .05) were found in the mean Lysholm score (from 58.3 to 91.4) as well as the mean International Knee
Documentation Committee subjective score (from 61.1 to 87.2). Weightbearing anteroposterior radiographs of 41 patients showed
no significant narrowing of lateral joint space width. On magnetic resonance imaging scans, 31 patients demonstrated no
significant progression of chondral lesions, and no significant decreases in meniscal extrusion on coronal planes were reported in
another 76 patients. The complete/partial healing was 93.6% on second-look arthroscopy after side-to-side repairs for radial tears
of the LMPR. The MINORS value showed a high risk of bias for all 9 studies.

Conclusion: Patients with tears of the LMPR associated with ACL injuries achieved favorable functional scores after ACLR and
LMPR repairs, and the side-to-side repair for radial tears of the LMPR succeeded in a high meniscal healing rate of >90%.
However, the authors of this review were unable to definitively conclude whether LMPR repairs fully restore the hoop stress of the
lateral meniscus.

Keywords: anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction; lateral meniscus; meniscal root; meniscal repair; outcomes

Meniscal lesions are commonly associated with anterior
cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries and frequently involve the
posterior horn of the lateral meniscus.5,19,26 During ACL
reconstruction (ACLR), tears of the lateral meniscus poste-
rior root (LMPR) are found in up to 14% of the patients.7 As

the integrity of the LMPR is critical for the meniscal func-
tion to convert the axial load to a radially directed hoop
stress and control the rotational stability of ACL-deficient
knees,4,9,23,28,31 such particular meniscal lesions should be
carefully treated during ACLR.

Some previous studies have recommended leaving tears
of the LMPR in situ with a view to their spontaneous heal-
ing,14,22 but corresponding results were unsatisfactory in
preventing the progression of lateral joint space
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Clinical examination

• No specific clinical signs : Pain, Joint line tenderness, posterolateral
knee pain at full flexion, positive McMurray test
• Lateral meniscal extrusion at the lateral joint line when valgus stress is

applied to the extended knee ? 

KNEE

A clinical sign to detect root avulsions of the posterior horn
of the medial meniscus

Romain Seil • Klaus Dück • Dietrich Pape
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Abstract
Purpose The goal of the present report was to describe a

new clinical sign to make a clinical diagnosis of meniscal

extrusion related to medial meniscal root avulsion.
Methods Description of an easy clinical sign to detect

extrusion of the medial meniscus at the anteromedial joint

line. A varus stress test was applied in full extension before
and after transosseous repair of an isolated traumatic

avulsion of the posterior root of the medial meniscus in a

21-year-old patient. The clinical sign was verified by sec-
tioning of the meniscotibial ligament during knee arthro-

plasty surgery in 3 patients.

Results With a deficient posterior root, the clinical sign
was positive, showing anteromedial extrusion under varus

stress. After repair and at clinical follow-up, extrusion was

normalized.
Conclusion Making the clinical diagnosis of medial

meniscus extrusion after knee injury by applying a simple

varus stress test to the knee and palpating the anteromedial
meniscal extrusion might help physicians to suspect a

medial meniscus root tear in the early stages after the
injury as well as to evaluate its reduction after repair. A

varus stress test in full extension should be performed

systematically in patients where a root tear of the medial
meniscus is suspected as well as after surgery to evaluate

the success of the repair.

Level of evidence IV.

Keywords Knee–clinical examination–meniscus !
Meniscal root ! Meniscal extrusion

Introduction

Traumatic avulsions of the posterior root of the medial

meniscus are rare [16]. Their diagnosis is often delayed and

generally only made by means of an MRI [10–14]. Clini-
cally, the patient may have medial joint line pain, a minor

effusion and slightly diminished knee flexion [4, 7, 13].

The classical meniscal symptoms may be positive and
suspicious of a medial meniscus problem. It has been

reported that the McMurray test may be typically positive

for varus stress but not for creating a mechanical click [13].
However, the exact clinical diagnosis is often missed as no

specific clinical sign in relation to such an injury has been

described so far.

Case report

A 21-year-old man had sustained an injury of his previ-
ously uninjured left knee while playing football at a rec-

reational level. The injury mechanism consisted in an axial

compression–internal rotation moment in varus and knee
flexion. The patient felt a painful popping and was unable

to continue to play. A conservative medical treatment was

initiated by a primary care physician for 3 weeks. During
the following months, the patient developed mechanical

knee pain, recurrent effusions and episodes of locking.

MRI revealed the typical image of an isolated root avulsion
of the posterior horn of the medial meniscus as well as

grade 2 cartilage lesions of the medial femoral condyle

associated with a 3-mm extrusion of the medial meniscus at

R. Seil (&) ! K. Dück ! D. Pape
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery, Centre Hospitalier,
Clinique d’Eich, 76, Rue D’Eich, 1460 Luxembourg,
Luxembourg
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X-Rays

Two 1–0 Ethibond sutures (Johnson & Johnson
Somerville, NJ) were placed not to the bony fragment
but to the posterior horn of the lateral meniscus just
adjacent to it, using the Caspari suture punch (Linva-
tec, Largo Fl). As the footprint of the posterior horn of
the lateral meniscus was just behind that of the pos-
terolateral bundle, these sutures were pulled out to the
anterior tibial cortex through the posterior tibial tunnel
for the posterolateral graft in the double bundle ACL
reconstruction after slight enlargement of the tunnel
aperture in the posterior direction.

After confirming an adequate reduction of both the
fragment and the lateral meniscus by plain radiography
and arthroscopy, the sutures were fixed onto the
anterior tibial cortex by tying over the Endobutton
(Smith & Nephew, Mansfield, MA) (Fig. 3b, c).

Next, the double bundle ACL reconstruction using
two doubled semitendinosus tendon was performed
through two femoral and tibial tunnels [7].

Postoperative course

Range of motion exercise was started after 2-week
brace immobilization at 15 degrees. Partial weight
bearing was allowed at 5 weeks followed by full weight
bearing at 7 weeks.

Computed tomography at 6 months postoperatively
revealed the complete union of the bony fragment
(Fig. 4).

At 2 years postoperatively, she could not only per-
form her normal activities of daily living, but also enjoy
snowboarding. The range of motion of the knee joint

was 0–140 degrees with a negative Lachman sign. The
side-to-side difference in the anterior stability using
KT-1000 was 1 mm at a manual maximal anterior
drawer force. A P-A flexion weight bearing radiograph
did not show any narrowing of the lateral joint space
(Fig. 5). Repeat arthroscopy at the time of removing
the hardware showed that the ACL graft was thick and
taut. Probing revealed that the posterior horn of the
lateral meniscus was firmly anchored to the tibia
(Fig. 6). And mild degenerative changes were ob-
served on the articular cartilage of the lateral tibial
plateau.

Fig. 2 a A sagittal image of the MRI shows diffuse high signal
intensity of the ACL and a small fragment at the intercondylar
eminence (arrow). b A coronal image shows high signal intensity
at the posterior horn of the lateral meniscus

Fig. 1 An anteroposterior X-ray film of the right knee showed a
small fragment at the intercondylar eminence

428 Knee Surg Sports Traumatol Arthrosc (2007) 15:427–430
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Abstract We report a very rare case of an avulsion
fracture of the posterior horn of the lateral meniscus
associated with ACL tear, which was successfully
treated by arthroscopic reduction and pullout fixation
of the fragment along with ACL reconstruction.

Keywords Avulsion fracture of the posterior horn of
the lateral meniscus Æ Pullout fixation Æ ACL injury

Introduction

The weight-bearing function of the meniscus mainly
depends upon its hoop structure consisting of the cir-
cumferential fibers [8]. Accordingly, the detachment of
the anterior or posterior horn should be re-fixed to the
tibia in order to possibly prevent later cartilage
degeneration.

In this case report, we present a rare case of an
avulsion fracture of the posterior horn of the lateral
meniscus and describe the pullout fixation technique to
reattach it to the footprint.

Case report

A 27-year-old female injured her right knee by hit of a
car to the lateral side of the index knee, while crossing
the road. She was referred to us under the diagnosis of
a tibial eminence fracture in her right knee at 14 days
post-injury.

Physical examination revealed that the knee was
swollen and that its range of motion was restricted to
0–120 degrees. The Lachman test was moderately po-
sitive with a soft endpoint, while the posterior drawer
and the varus-valgus stress test was negative.

Plain radiography revealed a small fragment at the
intercondylar eminence, which was displaced upward
(Fig. 1). CT radiography also showed a small fragment
at the intercondylar eminence. A sagittal image of the
T2-weighted MR showed a high signal intensity of the
ACL and an avulsed fragment of the posterior horn of
the lateral meniscus (Fig. 2).

On arthroscopic evaluation, most fibers of the ACL
were torn near the femoral attachment site. The
remaining small portion of its postero-lateral bundle
and the whole posterior horn of the lateral meniscus
were attached to the fragment in the intercondylar
notch, which had been superiorly displaced. The body
of the lateral meniscus was intact (Fig. 3a). The medial
compartment including the medial meniscus and pa-
tello-femoral compartment were intact as well.

Surgical procedure

The treatment consisted of arthroscopic ACL recon-
struction and arthroscopic reduction and fixation of the
fragment of the posterior horn of the lateral meniscus.
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MRI

• Sensitivity of 94 %, Specificity of 89 % (De Smet et al)
Assessing coronal and sagittal images on the lateral margin of the tibial eminence

• Direct sign : ghost meniscus sign
« absence of the meniscus or high signal replacing the normal dark meniscal signal, 
with a normal meniscal signal shown on the immediately adjacent images »



MRI

Indirect signs

1. Meniscal extrusion is observed infrequently
• 40% for Ahn et al Arthroscopy 2010
• 23 % for Brody et al Radiology 2006

2. Subchondral bone marrow edema



Arthroscopic
• LMPRT Can only be proven by arthroscopic examination
• The posterior horn can be displaced superiorly (positive ‘‘lift-off’’ test) 

and anteriorly into the joint space
• The Integrity of the MFL is controlled


